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If Gangstalking destroys the lives of millions why is it allowed to exist?As a tool of the elite, using
other worldly entities, mind control and technology, it protects the illusion controlled by the
Master Builder's and allows the Serpent in everybody's subconscious to control them by
concepts and impressions, a necessary device linked to corporate profits as well as the
maintenance of the illusion.The original instigators of civilization still oversee and control the
evolution of illusion down here on earth. This book answers the many questions, both spiritual
and practical, as to the irrational activity of Gangstalking. It details the concealed reality which
co-exists, underlies, monitors and controls this one.A reality of psychic possession, shape-
shifting, daimons. Energies devoted to impeding the emergence of mankind's true Glory for the
sake of maintaining control of the illusion.You may not like everything that you read in this book
but you after you have read it you will be in no doubt that it is time to awaken to long hidden
truths about how the world works and not who but WHAT controls it and why.*Contains inside
and on back cover, photographs of shape-shifting/demonic materialization's linked to
gangstalking and gangstalkers themselves.Chapters include:-1) Who is behind this?2) The
possessed seeking to possess others3) Freemasonry is the church of the Serpent3)
Recognizing the energy that isn't you; re-claiming the lost vision!4) Understanding the evolution
of psychic possession5) Incarnation of the soul and the soulless6) The Serpent in the garden7)
The beatific state without the Serpent8) Why the Master Builders suppress the beatific state for
the propagation of illusion9) The usurpation of individuality and empowerment leaves us slaves
to the Master Builders illusion10) Asset management and the order of the Knights of Malta11)
The Serpents control depends upon lack of love, putting out the human nodes of light12) Mind
control the suckers13) Brutalizing the awakened, the Serpents only threat14) Why Gangstalkers
steal the jewels of the solar plexus chakra and Chi15) Why the electronic mind control of society
is necessary16) Generated fracas, keeping communities mediocre by artificial intelligence,
gangstalking and technological thugs17) Tech to achieve take over: by their fruits ye shall know
them18) Unlimited personal power is counteracted19) Energetic beings made real and formed
from your body20) Technology for the supplantation: hybrid cyborg slaves21) Targeted
individuals and gangstalking22) Taking our power back from the Master Builders: the dawning of
a new kingdom23) Fallen Angels
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told, did not explain the things that had suddenly begun happening to me. My experiences of
gangstalking and apparent telepathy displays and commentary, some of which I was able to
audio and video record, along with the observation of daily changing bizarre demonic images
inside my ear canals, led me to research not just scientific papers, but also books on mysticism;
spirituality; current neuroscience advancements, Illuminati mind control. That led to Egyptology
and the occult. This book is the logical conclusion I came to from both my personal experiences
and that research.The gangstalking agenda is about preventing man reaching his potential and



keeping him spiritually down and as a slave to these entities.And for some, a takeover, a
supplantation using living electromagnetic blueprints; the organizing essence of non human
entities, along with technology and mind control to remove or sideline the original soul and
implant these energetic beings within one's flesh. All to assist the hydra in keeping its dominion
over the Earth.These blueprints are servitors of the serpent. They do not come from the
universal oneness and as such do not have the spark of the divine energy or soul. They are not
intrinsic to humanity nor the earth. They are demons, implanted into, and given life by your
energy field and flesh. Parasites to afflict you and take you over...eventually.The gangstalkers are
under the influence of a similar consciousness that is not human. That consciousness is working
against the expression of truth and the next stage of our evolution: the opened heart chakra and
third eye or enlightened human condition. A condition described by the ancient yogis. The
renown spiritual teacher Dr David R. Hawkins spoke of a new stage of evolution for mankind that
he coined "homospiritus."Our next evolution involves an awakening to our true spiritual nature
and potential and involves naturally, the recognition of and the ousting of the serpent.The
serpent works in running the illusion from where it is, within our subconscious.It works alongside
the masonic control system. Both get us to energize and participate in illusion.The structures of
towns and cities are upheld by masonic municipals and at the higher levels corporate Illuminati.
This fraternity serves the original deities that captured and entrained our consciousness in the
first place.Freemasonry is the church of the serpent and its agenda from the original Annunaki;
the original master builder of a superimposed advanced civilization, and not the creator of the
cosmos and the natural earth, God. They are two different beings.The Annunaki and its serpent
originally captured our innocent consciousness and entrained us onto illusion long ago. This is
typified in the original story of the temptation of Eve. Eden representing the experience of their
primordial state before the serpent came, when of course they had to leave the garden.The
Annunaki and its Serpent permeate the superimposition, the illusion here on earth and
prepossess us through our our subconscious.Various entities guard the illusion and their place
in our subconscious by psychic and other attacks because they rely upon keeping man within
the boundaries of this illusion or superimposition; hypnotized and prepossessed, in order for
their control over mankind within the multifaceted illusion to continue.These enterties are
archetypal of the serpent. The variation of historical names and times are moot points for an
energy that has an identical modus operandi; to suppress truth or the human spirit. This it does
through the Master Builders by their hypnosis of us with concepts and impressions. By their
fruits ye shall know them.The serpents modus is to control us. This it does mainly by using
concepts and impressions which make up the material illusion, the playground that the Master
Builders oversee and control here on earth.The serpent is the deceiver and also the creator of
duality. It is the parasite within our subconscious. The Annunaki oversees the illusion here on
earth and uses the serpent to control us.The illusory concepts and impressions seem real
because they are fueled by our naturally incoming spiritual energy or Chi which is diverted from
our third eye and serves to energize the illusory focus of concepts and impressions instead.The



serpent is an overlay on our third eye; intelligent but yet a cloud blocking our true light and power
from our vision. The expanded vision of the third eye.The serpent is present within our
subconscious, using this naturally incoming spiritual energy or Chi and diverting it to fuel
impressions and concepts instead.This makes daily life fascinating and what constitutes,“ life
experience,” but it also distracts us from the truth of ourselves by dazzling us with the multi facets
that make up the temptation of the clever and ingenious ever moving (but never towards truth)
illusion.As the illusion is the serpents creation, and run by the original deities through the fruits of
the Master builders, it guards the principalities it has stolen, the gates of the original
metaphorical Eden, or enlightened state, by a covert attack system of capabilities which do
include invisible weapons, entities and daimons.This deliberate infliction of gangstalking and
daimons and psychic attack is what keeps those not brainwashed to the Master builders ideals
of a perfect slave to their concepts and impressions, in check.Thus do towns stay mediocre, and
as they are socially conditioned to do and the serpent and the Master Builder's instead of truth,
remaining in control at all times.The effects of the covert weapons are accepted in our towns and
cities because the public is deliberately familiarized to accept their effects as being mental
illness. The same with daimons.That the upstart or anyone threatening to reveal some
inconvenient truth, can be attacked covertly and not be believed, is due to this great lie told to
society and it keeps the people programmed to accept it.This is to allow the illusion and the
serpent to continue running the earth.So what has a vested interest in keeping us from getting
back to the original symbolic Eden which each of us, in our own way, tries to create for ourselves
here on earth? Surely mankind is evolving? Things are getting better, more advanced?It is the
deceptive Serpent and it is real. Demons are real. Shape shifting is real. Transmitting energy to
change events and stealing energy from a person's solar plexus chakra is real, psychic
possession is a fact.The serpent and its shape shifting entities are generally unseen because
they exist between the frames of the speed of the senses of normal human consciousness. They
need a compatible energetic bridge to cross over into this realm and into your body.But when
you slow down your mind you speed up your consciousness; your perceptions then change to
include more of the bigger picture, and so more of the real is then seen. They can't stay hidden
then. Hence their desperate and cruel attempts to keep you down and keep everyone's mind
speeded up and the third eye closed. Who oversees all this? The Serpent and those I refer to as,
"the Master builders."I took the photographs on the back page of this book myself; they are
genuine. They were of gangstalkers taking part in cruel skits. Only the video stills revealed the
split second shape shifting that normal human consciousness cannot see. I was shocked to see
these images as the participants looked human to my physical sight, only their behavior was
bizarre.If you are a long time victim of gangstalking you will know the perpetrators to be hollow,
soulless, extraordinarily cruel and that they operate like a one dimensional group mind with no
individuality.To substantiate themselves they steal and wear stolen energy; parade around in it
like new clothes, like a brand new body in fact. While you recoil in shock feeling de-vitalized and
dissociated and confused. They are attacking the heart and our humanness which they do not



have.It feels like they're stealing your soul, your privacy your personality, your life. They're try to
knock you out of your body, stealing energy bit by bit, so they can supplant you. So they can
supplant human beings and gain dominance over the earth. I explain how in a later chapter.After
several years of being put through this gangstalking hell, I wrote this book to pass on my
understanding of what it is is that is running these people, what it seeks and why.If you believe
the world works the way you were always told it does, then you will be in for a shock and if your
need for psychological safety is greater than knowing the truth, then you will never find the
answers to this riddle, as denial will be your self protection. You will still need to believe things
are the way you were told they were, for your (fake) self to remain intact.I discovered most
groups that uphold the structure of society, like the emergency services, councils and
corporations, have employees that participate in gangstalking. By suppressing a very particular
sort of energy, free spirit energy, they make sure everyone remains tied to the illusion that the
Master builders oversee maintain and control.It is their illusion.Humanity has always been
spiritually held back and lied to. Those who have superseded or transcended the illusion and
seen reality for what it is, a rare thing, invariably describe the enormous resistance and effort
required to free them selves of control and the illusion.The resistance to the truth coming
through a person on earth, stems from the same energies that are suppressing and controlling
you through the gangstalking and this includes otherworldly entities as well as the Master
Builders and their municipals.Those behind the gangstalking, don't want you to know the truth
because it weakens the illusion with which these entities control you and depend. They rely on
you not knowing your full Glory and Power. My attempt in this book is in uncovering the lie and
exposing the Master builders and especially the mental illness scam which they widely use to
cover up the reality of these otherworldly entities interference and existence in our earthly life,
and of which the Master Builder's gangstalking and weaponry is a part.My hope is to make
known the various strategies of the Master builders, how they maintain control, and serve the
Annunaki who uses the serpent, the mental parasite within us.Its main tactics are suppression of
the human spirit by prepossession, weapons, daimons and of course by denying these exist and
so exacting its full control over the smooth running of the matrix of the illusion.IntroductionIn
order to conceal the lie of how society really works, certain historical truths have to remain
covered up. Even though the information comes out about Archons, the Nag Hamandi and the
misinformation about dates relating to carbon dating of ancient artifacts, we are distracted by
emerging technology into believing that our current society is newer than it is and ultimately
more advanced than it ever was.The truth is, for those willing to research, that intelligence and
ability of a civilization does not die or go away and then begin to evolve again from some distant
point where it was allegedly once lost; this is the version that mainstream history gives us.That
intelligence and ability that built the pyramids has never left, it still controls our current civilization
but it just keeps quiet about it. Likewise the Deities.The origins of duality and the Serpent are
linked to the current Master Builders illusion and progress in general.Getting rid of knowledge
that is inconvenient or could cause an awakening of the populace to the facts, is something the



crafty serpent has done throughout history.At this present time pronationalisim is on the horizon.
As many clamor for more freedom, further laws and restrictions are imposed to help maintain the
authority of the rulers, all disguised as being for the people's good of course. Religion was the
predecessor and it is alleged that much was left out of the bible and other spiritual texts by those
that wished to hide.What is this? What is it still trying to protect? Has the world gone mad
believing in shape shifters and aliens? Or is this an opening of the eyes that were once shut?
Are the laws and defenses necessary in order for the synthetic creation, the illusion and the
various lies necessary to maintain it, to continue? Who does the fake illusion belong to anyway?
Who needs it? Who wants it, and how does this tie into the gangstalking?It's about the total
gradual suppression of the free spirit and elimination of higher consciousness, the human soul,
here on earth through psychic possession, mind control and the electronic attachment of
daimons to replace spirit with an mentalistic controllable group mind consciousness that is kept
within a certain limits, doesn't evolve and is not human. An attempted takeover by an inferior
element.Eliminating the higher mind state because this energy, is psychopathic and obsessed
with control and the illusory.Getting rid of emerging light by getting rid of those people
approaching those heart states is the same reason that the hive mind controlled Roman's
burned the books at Alexandria: to conceal a more powerful truth capable of awakening
humanity.It is indeed a threat to them for more arcane reasons, especially with the impact that
the energy of love has on electromagnetic fields which I will cover later. A glance at the entities
on the back cover of this book should leave one in no doubt as what truths they need to hide and
why.Their agenda is about bringing more of these lower energies through the victims and part of
that involves reducing the impedance of the vessels; the energetic resistance of the human
flesh, making it weaker where it can not tolerate the charge of empowering incoming high
spiritual energies; forcing it to stay at a lower oscillation suitable for habituation by these
energies. The serpent can then direct things more fully, through psychically and physically
weakened bodies here on earth.This is being done in order to maintain the continuum of the
illusion which these energies control and keep certain principalities under the domain of these
energies. Its aim is to keep the world from self knowledge which it, the Master builders, can't
control. The Master builders rely on illusion, they can't control truth.It is a more aggressive
version of the same inner parasite that has been controlling us from our subconscious that is
now being energized in extremis in the gangstalkers. It comes from the same. This has to be
present in us, if the programming of the Master builder's trajectory is to direct us here on
earth.The takeover is to be established the same way that a virus or a flu outbreak gets
established: through an initial lowering of a person's energy by a change in their frequency .For
this takeover to happen the light bodies, chi, chakras or universal spirit of the masses has to be
kept down. The energy that allows you to see the bigger vista and the truth, is being purposefully
channeled to be taken up by various useless distractions. In this way principalities you never
knew were available are kept from you.These areas are experienced and truth is revealed when
the serpent is thrown out from ones subconscious. Spiritual Masters have reported being



attacked by these opposing energies throughout history. It is the serpents gate, the ring pass not
that guards your clear vision, your Glory and your return to Eden and it is the exact same energy
that is attacking you now, using the gangstalkers and technology to do so.Chapter 1Who is
Behind All This? The Possessed Seeking to Possess OthersI have come face to face with these
gangstalkers many times. I can tell you by what they do, that they have the sickest most
degenerate and unfeeling minds you can imagine.The energy running these people has kept its
secret hidden from the masses for a very long time, but this book tells you what it is, how it has
hijacked our innocence and how it created and manipulates us by concepts and illusion and how
we have been its sleeping accomplice by believing what it told us: that it does not exist.The brain
state of these peopleThis is a network that is hidden and encouraged to flourish by design. It
protects the interest of and helps maintain the Master builders grand plan and the current design
of society that benefits fortune 500 businesses and those at the top; keeping the powerful and
rich exactly where they are.Subterfuge and excuses are made for the behavior of its
gangstalking servants. The majority have been conditioned to swallow without question,
everything we are spoon fed. All to maintain the cover that the world works the way that we are
told it does and the lie to the public, that those in power provide for us a reliable if unjust
society.The network's main protection mechanism is that of familiarizing the public with mental
illness. This is so any threats can be silently dealt with and the astonished victim of the attacks
from this very very real network, being excused as suffering from a mental illness. In this way do
they dispose of any threats to the system or its design, or to themselves, by tactics and
technologies wielded to cause severe psychological damage with no one suspecting the foul
play. Destroying people's lives in this way goes on all the time. It's done to protect the illusion
from attacks on it by truth. It also protects malevolent energies, opposed to the development of
Chi or awakening. The elite depend upon these malevolent energies for their control.Social
frameworks and corporate businesses that interweave society, especially those that uphold it
structure, such as police, councils, public buildings and institutions, hospitals and GP's have
embodied within them a number of its causes and people ready to be directed to defend any
part of this structure or its originators, by taking part in the gangstalking or psychological torture
tactics or by filing negative intel on those that have inexplicably been deemed enemies to the
system in some way.This network exists to deliberately hold people back.If these networks did
not exist, then those at the top maintaining and controlling society as to how they want it,
wouldn't be in their top positions for long, because as new people with new ideas and increased
energy came along to challenge aspects of society, the design would surely change. I'm
surprised no one has picked up on this. It never changes ...much. There are many great
intellects, business people, artists and charities. If it was true that innovation, originality and
talent could put you up there with the controllers, then the lie, the illusion on which society is
based, would have been superseded by now, along with the old guard. It would be a completely
different world if it worked the way it is supposed to work.One succeeds within their design by
the parameters they set. One does not succeed within their design by attacking any of its



structures or by promoting a new or better design that could free people from corporate control.
The elite depend upon the masses sleeping and following suit for their power and control and of
the structure to be maintained. This corporate structure allows us to have more opportunities
and also a better standard of living than our forefathers and so I am not the knocking the
structure per se. My critique is with the Master builders excessive anal retentive, control over our
lives and minds. In later chapters I will go into how this energy is the opposite of truth and how it
survives by and how it is also cleverly masked by the untruth existing within everybody.The main
factor is that of control; at all times and of everything, by those at the top, by dint of what they are.
The world bequeathed to us is a world of mind, concepts and duality of which we follow suit.The
grand plan, which comes from the original Serpent, and is carried out here on earth by the
Master Builder's, has always had the same objective: to possess more and more of the human
psyche and control more of its principalities; cutting us off from truth and knowledge and leaving
us at the Serpents mercy. This is the evolution of the illusion, the possessing serpent energy
here on earth.By generating more emotion and thinking in people and by distracting them with it,
they generate more of the fabric of their illusion and the ability also to hide behind this illusion by
programming people that they don't exist.This New World Order, global mind control is their
attempt to keep their hands on the wheel of their mass illusion, which although wrought by the
blood sweat and tears of generations of our ancestors, is still directed from behind the curtain by
the Annunaki Master builders, and is under their control.Government agendas are succor to the
desires of the richest and most powerful people in the world. These are those I refer to as the
Master builders, and they run the Serpent's agenda of distraction, illusion and entertainment. It's
what our modern world consists of.By throwing off the serpent you are no longer blinkered and
no longer run by the illusions of the serpent. This will set up antagonisms in those still under
illusion who think you are disagreeing with them or not conforming. You are only re gaining your
power to think as an individual! But it is an eye opener to how much of society is willing to defend
what isn't themselves and is instead what they have been programmed with.It is good defense to
bear in mind that the psychological and emotion effects of anything false can be transcended by
the false being replaced with higher dictum's.That certain principalities are inaccessible is an
illusion. Our mind when directed by our consciousness is very powerful. Why do you think it is
that they work so hard to limit it to control us?By keeping everyone down and struggling to
maintain their personal equilibrium, the powers of the structure used to control people and the
hierarchy of the energies is maintained.These energies are the original serpent. These energies
have always guarded the principalities of truth because their control relies on you being
hypnotized into believing in untruth; their illusion. The illusion is the principality of the Serpent
who controls it.The master builders are masters of time: it being one of their illusions; getting you
to waste your time, using it to get you tied up in bureaucracy; filling in forms; making phone calls;
waiting. If you are targeted they will send people into your circle specifically tasked with this
bizarre objective of wasting your time and lowering your productivity.Technology and highly
secret brain to brain telepathy is also being used, all in order for them to keep their dominion and



fight off opposing energies that threaten to expose or challenge the takeover. They attack the
heart and the consciousness because these things are threats to them and their control.Now
let's have a look at what these lesser beings do.I've observed gangstalking servants on several
occasions entering a bar in groups with no other purpose than to harass; not taking any pleasure
in the music or the ambiance or even each other's company and even exiting the bar and leaving
their drinks, once the intended outcome of getting a negative reaction from their victim had been
obtained.These are typical gangstalker actions. Ask yourself, what kind of people would do this?
If you could feel love wouldn't you choose it over this? Well, they never get to that energy state,
having instead to circle and rebound between causing pain or disruption for somebody else.
Their expression of hatred actually feels better to them and so must be felt as an improvement.
What I've sensed is that alone they're powerless and disconnected. They need to use thought
and time and to trigger negative emotions in others in order for them to feel superior.There's no
self reflection, so consequently no real individual will. These people are the servants par
excellence of this demonic psychic energy; slaves run by it and so doing its work. Such
individuals go out of their way to systematically persecute and injure by destroying a person's life
and privacy but also hideously telling of their differences to their victims who are often empaths,
is the apparent glee they take in hurting a complete stranger and for no discernible reason. This
is why victims of gangstalkers are not believed because what they report do does not make
sense to any normal person.The way these gangstalkers have been observed to behave is the
same globally. They have a commonality of observable traits:-An obnoxious heckling or a
squealing when near or when approaching targets.An obvious satisfaction in persecuting a lone
stranger by working in groups.Attempts are at traumatizing and result in temporary dissociation
by creating a brainwave state of shock or terror in the victim. They take a sadistic pleasure in
doing things that fragment the personality of the victim.They appear to be telepathic and relate
back to their victim, in earshot either what the victim has been thinking or else private
information pertaining to the targets life: information strangers could not possibly know, unless
they have had the target under very close surveillance.Many victims of gangstalking also report
being awoken by attempted entry of their body or auric field by demonic entities or alternatively,
of entities trying to drag them out from their bodies. Directed dreams while sleeping occur, with
repeated themes, or the dreams are linked to abusers in a precognitive way.Victims report
awakening unrested and disheveled after their night time confrontations in sleep, as if they've
been active or been somewhere else and not sleeping.The gangstalkers have the ability of
already being at a place to which the victim is going to, or they arrive there very shortly after.
Sometimes just to observe the victim and to be seen by the victim. Once the victims attention
has been gotten, they often leave.They have no shame at looking through a victims trash or
overtly following a victim or filming them: on the contrary they enjoy the power trip!Everything
they do to victims is sadistic and cruel. They have the use of weapons that cause burns, physical
destruction and that can cause changes such as tiredness and even unconsciousness or
hallucinations. They have weapons that implant people with bio technology and those that can



cause orgasms at inopportune moments, and not caused by anything the victim is thinking or
doing. They are used as a weapon to control, embarrass and as an attempt to distract the victim
from spirit.Unbeknown to most is that the gangstalking attacks are synchronized with covert
sound that beams subliminal suggestions in the locality; in order to influence behavior by
hypnosis. Again the objective here is to depersonalize the victim and to demean and persecute
them, lower their energy and so help to keep them ensconced within the illusion and under
restraint by the controlling entity.They are able to create sounds or voices to impersonate any
voice or sound and as coming from any direction where the attackers choose the sounds to
appear to come from. This is used to impersonate far off people shouting abuse or even
airplanes or slamming doors. All done to harass and deceive the target. As the attacks are
coming from fourth of fifth dimensional entities, it may not be necessary for them to use
technology, it may be done by influencing the matrix or people directly. However technology
used in this way serves the same god.The point of their repetitive sleep time subliminal hypnosis
which is a form of psychic driving, points to attempted psychic possession of the mind:
brainwashing.The gangstalking servants have an inability to experience profound or intense
states. They are insensitive and brutal and shallow due to the exclusive left bias orientation of
their brain maps, which may be induced by electronic weapon technology. They are not always
in control here. The mind control influencing technology or non human entity is.They
unashamedly follow victims around as if they own them. They appear energized when showing
off to the group while inflicting psychological trauma or abuse intended to cause emotional pain,
and to those of a higher awareness than themselves. They try to induce a feeling of a loss of
personal power in their victims and driving Chi energy down appears to give them pleasure. This
pleasure may also be part induced by weapon technology manipulating their brains pleasure
centers to reward them for such behavior.They have no rhythm (due to lack of right brain activity
and the inability to experience feeling patterns) and so can not dance at all. Their movements
are unconnected to the music. Scary to see and looks like someone dancing who's got a brand
new body that they don't know how to maneuver yet.They are obsessed with causing
psychological pain and emotional disappointment, frustration and injury. So much so, that they
travel to cafes, bars social centers gyms, not to enjoy the ambiance of these places, but for the
power they feel from the attacks on innocent strangers that they are able to unleash there.They
enter the victims home in order to gaslight them by moving objects or causing small but
accumulative damage on a regular basis. This is done to depersonalize the victim and it is an
attempt to remove any feelings of security or autonomy; increase vulnerability so that the victim
feels scared. This induces in the victim the belief that, “there's no safe place to go;" which was
one of the same tactics used in Cathy O Brian's MK Ultra trauma based mind control
programming.[1]Another observation isn't just that unexplained complete strangers seemingly
enjoyed expressing hatred for no reason. There is also a showing off that they can infringe on
personal boundaries. My observations were that they openly gloated and seemed to get off on
invading privacy. It was vampiric activity and its intention was to repress and prevent you going



anywhere and enjoying your life.
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Judith M Hansel, “Answers for Targeted Individuals. This book gave me information that
answered my questions about who, what, where, why and how I am being targeted.”

MaiaTheBee, “The Living Hell of a British Targeted Individual. One of the few books written in the
UK, about the harassment and torture of British Targeted Individuals. If you have been forced
into a life of Living Hell, this book is a must read for you. Don't sit wondering what is this
continous harassment all about? Read this book especially if you live in the UK.My only
criticism of this book is the focus on the serpent within you. The serpent is within the Satan
possessed agents who perpertrate the demonic attacks with Microwave (DEWS) on innocent
citizens disliked by the establishment. People who have committed no crime and could not be
prosecuted through a court of law.”

peace, “The truth shall set you free. Very informative and factual. As a TI myself and none of the
authorities do anything about the crimes committed against us. Having been abused and
surveyed for over 30years. Every day I renew my mind and they can't kill what they didn't create!!”

J-Books, “Good read!. Item as described. Delivered on time and good packaging, A+”
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